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Customers show a variety of preferences when it comes to the methods of marketing
which they will positively respond to.  A wrong assumption might lead to a business
adopting the wrong marketing strategy which will result in a loss of revenue, time and
some potential customers. This is why we reach your potential customers in different
ways, tailor-made for your brand and your target.

a b o u t  

Social Cloud is a marketing and Public

Relations firm based in China with branches in

the USA and Italy that provides marketing

support for businesses of all sizes across

different industries, mainly fashion, food and

beverage, lifestyle and entertainment. Our

mission is to offer creative solutions to meet

your marketing and communication needs. 

Social Media

Media relation

Press release creation

Influencers marketing

Newsletter

Cross marketing

w h a t  w e  d o

Reviews

Events

Forums



WECHAT
Content creation. Today's customer doesn't want

to be talked to; he wants to be engaged in

conversation. We create contents that engage

people, videos, challenges, interviews. Social

Cloud have created contents for more than 100

different Wechat accounts, including overseas

brands

Graphic. Graphic design is an important tool that

enhances how you communicate with other

people. It serves to convey your ideas in a way that

is not only effective, but also beautiful.  Social Cloud

have created Wechat graphics for more than 100

different Wechat accounts, including overseas

brands

Wechat store and mini program. It's time to

bring your brand to the next level and open a store

directly on Wechat or having a mini-program. Fast,

easy and convenient for both the brand and

customers.

Share. To stimulate the post reach and

engagement posts of the brand are shared among

various group-chats and to personal accounts

according to the target. 34.09% of total readers are

acquired by referrals

Menu and Buttons. Set up of tabs for previous

posts, map, insert the mini-website, galleries. Social

Cloud have created Wechat menus, submenus and

buttons for more than 100 different Wechat

accounts, including overseas brands

H5. HTML5 Wechat campaign are perfect for

events, collect informations, and interaction. Rich

animations allow you to create a broad range of

different styles. 

Check https://a.xiumi.us/stage/v5/30jIR/230178470 fo

r one of our sample
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Gamification. Including a game in your wechat

account let your customers or potential customers

interact with you and share their contacts. players

have the chance to win prizes from the brand.

Social Cloud has created more than 10 gamification

experience

Wechat Analysis. Deep analysis at the end of every

month of the brand wechat account including

followers, posts and final suggestions. Studying the

analysis Social Cloud has managed to grow a

monthly average of 20% new followers per account

KOC share. Share of the Wechat post in personal

moments of micro-influencers. People with more

than 1500 friends. The engagement is more

personal and the result is 38% more of the readers.

Social Cloud works with more 1000 micro-

influencers in the fashion and lifestyle sector



WEIBO

Account creation. Creation of the
Weibo account including
verification and VIP membership.
Special crown, customize the home
page, special custom account
number, Vip badge. Social Cloud has
created more than 100 accounts
including for overseas clients

Content Creation.  it’s essential to
develop a solid content strategy. Our
content creations includes not only
promotions but tips, infomation,
KOL reposts, challenges, giveaways.
All the post include multimedia
contents (videos, pictures and live
streaming). Social Cloud has created
content for more than 100  weibo
accounts
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KOC sharing. E-commerce KOC will
use the groups in the same way that
a Western brand would use an email
list by offering exclusive access and
first dibs on new items, announcing
sales and special promotions, etc.

Group share. Participating actively
into beauty and lifestyle groups on
Weibo, share conversations,
opinions and posts of the brands will
engage more potential customers
and activate curiosity. 

Advertising. We carefully choose the
right kind of weibo advertising
among the different options
available, we are expert on social
media advertising carefully choosing
the target based on the industry and
interests



XIAOHONGSHU & DOUYIN

OFFICIAL ACCOUNT CREATION
SHOP CREATION

CONTENT CREATION
CAMPAIGN CREATION

INFLUENCERS
REVIEWS
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FACEBOOK
&

 INSTAGRAM

Account creation. Creation of the
official fanpage on Facebook and
the business account on Instagram.
Set up of all the information,
pictures, community, groups and
about us. 
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Micro-influencer. People with less
than 10k followers on Instagram
and 2k-3k friends on facebook have
a more intimate relationship with
their readers. Sharing their
experience with the brand will
engage new potential customers
and create brand awareness. Social
Cloud cooperate with + 2k micro-
influencers

Group share.   Participating actively
into Fashion and lifestyle groups,
creating Facebook events, and
specific groups for the brand give a
sense of attachment to the people.
Challenge, special group discounts
and giveaway are some of the
activities Social Cloud create. Social
Cloud is active in more than 100
fashion and lifestyle groups

Advertising. We carefully choose the
right kind of Facebook and
Instagram advertising targeting your
ideal customers. We analyze and
split tests to reach the maximum
engagement for the brand at the
right cost. Our average of
impression increase is 2700%, our
CPC cost is 0,20-0,60 $

Content Creation.  Creation and
planning of the content for the 2
different platform including
research of the best performing
hashtag for the category for the
week. Analyzing the data of the
account to pick the best times and
days to posts



We cooperate with media in China, the

USA, the UK, Korea, and Italy to give the

brand the maximum press coverage

possible. Our coverage is not limited to

local or national media but also

foreigner media present in the country

of choice. We cooperate with media of

English, Chinese, Italian, Korean,

Japanese, French, Arabian and German

languages.

MEDIA

Media
R E L A T I O N S

9 Millions+ Media impressions

97% of Social Cloud press release

published

2000+ Media available

2 Million+ PR value

 

Media samples of other previous

works available on request

 

MEDIA STATS

Why are they important:

PRESS RELEASE

Announcing a new product,

service or promotion

Improving brand image

Viral possibilities

Get more customers

A professional press release can change the

perception of a brand and the possibility to be

published. Social Cloud has created more

than 500 press releases for fashion brands
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MEDIA LANDSCAPE AND
INTERVIEWS SAMPLE FOR

CHINA



I N F LUENCERS
Fashion and Li fes ty le  KOLS

+20M
SOCIAL

IMPRESSION

+8M +5K
SOCIAL

ENGAGEMENT

INFLUENCERS

DATABASE

 Followers feel a sense of community and trust the influencer

to share accurate information with them. Social media reach

and influence is a huge part of a brand’s success. Very (and

REAL) influencers and celebrities have a big impact in their

followers, their fans will often buy a product their idol has

endorsed, but it's important to understand how to choose

them. We manage to carefully review all the influencers we

work with, including mapping out historical data, checking

their account with third party softwares

A B O U T  K O L S

About   the
cooperat ion

We cooperate with influencers in different ways including

PPC with dynamic QR codes. Basic fee with KOL can be

bargained, Please understand that having a big influencer

promoting for free or just a free product is not possible. 

S O C I A L C L O U D U S A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D C H I N A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D U K . C O M



LIVE

STREAMING

PRODUCTS
TEST

“In China, shopping is about more than just

the transaction. It’s about entertainment,

discovery, and social engagement with

friends, celebrities, and internet influencers.”

According to the forecast, the market size of

online live streaming in China will reach

around 16.3 billion U.S. dollars in 2020. Huya

and YY Inc are one of the market leaders in

the Chinese live-streaming landscape

PRODUCTS
LAUNCH

VIDEOS
PICTURES

LIVE

SALE



82%

The  number  of  e -mail

users  worldwide  i s

grown  to  2 .9  bil l ion  users

 by  2019

Newsletter

+160K

CONTACTS IN

CHINA

+54K

CONTACTS IN

USA

+30K

CONTACTS IN 

UK

+20K

CONTACTS

IN ITALY

Social  Cloud  contacts  are

checked  every  month .  

Average  unique  open  12%

Average  unique  cl ick  8%

FORUM

Social  Cloud  has  accounts
(personals ,  managed  by  real
people)  in  different  Chinese
forums  (apart  from  Weibo)
and  actively  participate  in
USA  forum  l ike  Quora  and
Reddit .  Interact  with  people
about  targeting  topic  engage
more  customers  in  the  brand

S O C I A L C L O U D U S A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D C H I N A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D U K . C O M

http://ymlp.com/zQ7Y0v

Sample newsletter

http://ymlp.com/zQ7Y0v


CROSS
MARKETING

Have  you  considered  cross  marketing  as  a  way  to  market
your  business?  Working  with  other  companies  with  the

same  target  customers  to  promote  each  other 's
businesses   i t  can  result  in  qual ity  new  business .

STATISTIC
Social Cloud has successfully

connected and operated cross

marketing with more than 100

brands

METHODS
Promotion exchange

Event partnership

Posts exchange

Movie partnership

Giveaways exchange

Sponsorship exchange



EVENTS

Social Cloud successfully run different

kind of events, from the concept to the

promotion and operation together with

the sister event company MVP

EVENTS

The New Made in China events (USA- Italy

only)

Grand Opening 

Product Launch 

Press conference 

Private sales (China only)

Movies sponsorship/partnership (China and

USA only)

S O C I A L C L O U D U S A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D C H I N A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D U K . C O M



ASSOC IAT ION

PROMOT ION

WHAT  IS  IT?
Social  Cloud  actively  cooperates  with

around  300  associations  worldwide .  Local ,

national ,  and  international .  Being  a  part  of

the  membership  program  of  those

association  will  lead  your  brand  to

thousands  of  potential  new  customers

WHAT  IS  IT?
Every  month  we  check  out  your  closest

locations  or  for  online  business ,  the  most

appropriate  target  off ices  to  create  a

special  promotion  just  for  the  employees  of

the  off ice  to  use  at  your  venue  or  with  your

brand

OFF ICE

PROMOT ION



T H A N K  Y O U

S O C I A L C L O U D U S A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D C H I N A . C O M  -  S O C I A L C L O U D U K . C O M

INFO@SOCIALCLOUDCHINA.COM
(+86) 13761027404

All the samples in this deck are from Social Cloud works.
For privacy reasons send us an email for reviews information


